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COHOMOLOGY THEORIES IN SYNTHETIC DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY
by
Ieke MOERDIJK and Gonzalo E. REYES
One way of formulating De Rham's theorem' smoothly in
parameters' is to construct the De Rham cohomology groups,
and the (duals of the) singular homology groups as sheaves
of smooth modules over the space of parameters, and then to
assert that these sheaves are canonically isomorphic.
In the last two sections Sand 6 of this paper we will
derive such a version of De Rham's theorem (see p.2S7), as
well as similar isomorphisms of sheaves of smooth modules
for some other variants of De Rham's theorem (p. 260,-264).
These theorems will follow from more general results asser-
ting the validity of De Rham's theorem in the smooth Grothen-
dieck topos G described e.g. in Moerdijk & Reyes (1983).
The plan of this paper is as follows. In the first two
sections,we will give a synthetic description of the De Rharn
cohomology and the singular homology of an arbitrary smooth
space M. In the third section, we prove a synthetic version
of De Rham's theorem, and in section 4 we show that results
of Moerdijk & Reyes (1983) enable us to interpret this syn-
thetic theorem in the topos G. As a by-product, we will ob-
tain some 'comparison theorems' which essentially tell us
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that the cohomology of a manifold in G is in a sense the same
as its cohomology in sets, i.e. its cohomology as defined in
classical differential topology. This interpretation of the
results of section 3 in the topos G immediately yields the
'smoothly in parameters' theorems of section 5 and 6 which we
mentioned above.
This paper is an extended version of our paper "De Rham's
theorem in a smooth topos", (1984).
§1. The De Rham cohomology. In classical differential geome-
try the De Rham complex of a manifold is built up from dif-
ferential forms and exterior differentiation. In the context
of synthetic differential geometry, these building blocks can
be defined for any object M, since all objects are 'smooth
spaces'. Thus, to defined these notions, let M be any smooth
space. An infinitesimal n-cube on M is an element of MDnxDn,
i.e. n+1-tuple (y,h1, ...,hn).
The object of intinitesimal n-chains, Cn(M), is the free
R-module generated by the infinitesimal n-cubes on M. So an
element of Cn(M) is a formal linear combination
l? i il a.(y.,h1,···,h)i=l 1. 1. n
i iwhere ai E Rand (Yi,h1,·· .,hn)
An n-form on M is a map
n
MD xDn ..!!;. R
( y , h 1 ' ••. , hn) f-+ . f w
(y , h 1 ' . . . ,hn)
assigning a number (a 'size', like length, area, volume, etc.)
to every infinitesimal n-cube, subject to the following con-
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ditions:
1. homogeneity: w (ai .y, h, , ... , hn
)
ai·y:On + M is defined by
a•w (y,h, ,... ,hn), where
for every a E: R and infinitesimal n-cube (y,h, , ,hn).
2. alternance: w(ay,h" ...,hn) = sgn(a)ow(y,ha(,), ,ha(n))'
where a is any permutation of {',... ,n}, and ay is y com-
posed with the co-ordinate permutation induced by a, i.e.
sgn(a) is the signature of a.
3. degeneracy: w(y,h" ... ,0, ... ,hn) O.
The object of n-forms on M is denoted by An(M).
Note that by the Kock-Lawvere axiom, RO ~ RXR, and the
degeneracy condition, each n-form w on M can be written as
h,o ....hn ow(y)
for a unique map w:MOn + R. This map w satisfies the homoge-
neity condition (w(aioy) = aow(y)) and is alternating
(w(ay) = sgn(a)w(y)). Thus we obtain a 1-1 correspondence
between elements w E: An(M) and alternating homogeneous maps
w:MDn + R, and we will often identify the two.
If w:MOnxDn + R is an n-form on M, we will write
f w: C (M) + R
(_) n
for the unique R-linear map extending w.
Taking the boundary of an infinitesimal n-cube defines
an R-linear boundary operator
given by the formula
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n i+a
d (y,h1'... ,hn+1) = L L ( - 1) Fia (y,h1'...,hn) ,i=l a=o,l
where Fia(y,h1, ••. ,hn+1) is the infinitesimal n-cube
Thus, for example, if y:D2 + R2 is the embedding, then
We observe that spelling out the definition of d yields that
dOd O.
If we put Cn (M) = (0) for n < 0 then we obtain a so-called
(differentiaL) complex. In general, a complex A (of R-modu-
les) is a sequence
••• -+ A 1n+
dn+ 1, A
n
an
--+ An-1 + (n e: :f.)
or
.. . + A ~A dn+ln-1 n - An+1 + .•. (n e: :f.)
of R-module and R-linear maps, such that dndn+1 = 0, or
dn+1dn = O. (Usually, the subscripts on d and d are omitted).
If A and B are complexes, a map of compLexes, or a chain map
f:A + B is a sequence of R-linear maps f :A + B which pre-n n n
serve the structure of the complex, i.e. commute with the
d' 5, or the d' s. (Again, we suppress subscripts on f).
Given this terminology, the construction of the complex
C·(M) = {Cn(M)} is (covariantly) functorial in M: a mapMiN
inducesR-linearmaps
L:C (M) + C (N)
n n n
defined on generators by composition, i.e. fir(y,h1,···,hn)
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(foy ,h" ...,hn), and since
this yields a map of complexes.
The boundary operator Cn+,(M) ~ Cn(M) enables us to
define an R-linear map An(M) ~ An+'(M), called the exterior
differentiation map, by putting for each n-form w :MDnxDn ....R,
( h f dw = J w.y, " ... , hn+' ) a (y , h, , ... ,hn +' )
This is well-defined, since as is easily checked,
dw:MDn+'xDn+' ....R is indeed homogeneous and alternating, and
satisfies the degeneracy condition. Moreover, since a2 = 0,
we find that d2 = O. Observe that the defining equation for
d is 'Stokes'theorem' for infinitesimal n-chains. Below, we
will see how to prove the usual form of Stokes' theorem for
big n-chains.
Again, the construction of An(M) is (contravariantly)
functorial in M: a map f:M ....N induces R-linear maps
by composition: if w is an n-form on Nand (y,h" ...,hn) is
an infinitesimal n-chain on M, then
w ( f 0 y ,h, , ... ,hn) ,
and we extend to An(N) by linearity. Thus by definition,
J w =
f 1< (y , h 1 ' ... ,hn)
1< 1<The f together (for each n) give a chain map f :.K(N) ....K(M),
since
1<d(f w) 1<f (dw).
We remark here that if M is.If(orrnoregenerally a mani-
fold in the classical sense) we obtain the usual notions of
form and exterior differentiation. This point will be proved
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in section 4 belo,", where a comparison is made between the
classical approach and the (model theory of the) synthetic
aproach.
The DeRham complex of R-modules (and R-linear maps) of
and arbitrary object M is the sequence
........
where An(M) is defined above for n ~ 0, and An(M) = (0)
for n < O. The De Rham cohomology R-modules of M are defined,
as in the classical case, by
where
Ker(An(M) ~ An+l (M)) ("the closed n-forms")
and
(Note that En (1'1) c: Fn (M) since d2 = 0). If f:M .....N, then by
* n n'naturality of d, f :A (N) .....A (M) maps c19sed forms on N to
closed forms on M, and exact forms on N to exact ones on M,
so we btain a map f* = Hn(f) :Hn(N) .....Hn(M) , making Hn(_)
into a contravariant functor.
In the terminology of the De Rham cohomology, the in-
tegration axiom of Kock-Reyes (1981) can be stated as
where I = [0,1] = {XE: RIO ~ x ~ 1} is the unit interval
defined by a preorder relation < which is compatible with
the ring structure on R (0 ~ 1; x ~ y "* x+z ~ y+z ; and x < y,
o ~ t ~ xt ~ yt) as we Ll as with the infinitesimal structure
(x nilpotent .....0 ~ x ~ 0). Using the integration axiom, we
can define integration of a form along a finite n-cube
y:In .....M by the formula
1 1
fw = f ···f w((hl'···'~) .....y(tl+hl,···,tn+hn))dtl···dtn·
y 0 a
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Just as for the infinitesimal chains, we define the object
of finite n-chains, fn(M) , as the free R-module generated
by the set of maps In + M, and an R-linear boundary operator
a:fn+1(M) + fn(M). These definitions are again functorial in
an obvious way, and the integral
is R-linear in each variable separately, while moreover again
by definition
*= f f (w)
y
(where f*y = foy).
Less trivial is the extension of Stokes' identity, used to
define exterior differentiation, from infinitesimal n-chains
to finite n-chains:
PROPOSITION. (Stokes' theorem) Fo~ any y c fn+1(M),
w E: A (M), J dw = f w.
n y ay
Proof. See Kock-Reyes-Veit (1980), or Kock (1981). !
We now check the three I axioms' for a cohomology theory,
namely the homotopy invariance (or Poincare lemma), the Mayer-
Vietoris sequence, and the disjoint-union lemma.
POINCARE LE~ffi. The De Rham cohomology 06 Rn i~ ~he
~ame a4 ~ha~ 06 a one-poin~ ~pace {*}:
{
R if
(0) if
q 0
q ., O.
We shall derive this lemma from the following
PROPOSITION. Le~ F:IxM + N be a homo~opy 6~om Fo ~o Fl'
Then 6o~ each n ~he~e ~ an R-linea~ map
K = K 'An(N) + An-1(M)n'
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f [F~(w) - F~ (w) - (Kn+ 1dw + dKnw)] 0
r
60ft att r : In ->- M.
Proof. (For a proof in 'classical lenguage', see
appendix 2). Define for y ~ MDn-1
1
Kn (w) (y) = ~ w ((h1'•..,hn) 1-+ Ft+h1(y (h2'...,hn)) )dt.
It is trivial to check that K (w):MDn-l ->- R is homogeneous. n
and alternating, so this defines an n-1-form Kn(w) E An-1(M).
For notational purposes, let us assume that n = 2, and take
any 't:1Z ->- M. Then
f dKZ (w) = JKZw = JKZw + fKZw - JKZw - JKzw
, a" I ' 2 ' 3 ' 4
where '1 = ,(-,0), "z = 't(1,-), '3 ,(-,1), '4 = ,(0,-)
,
Now define a 3-cube p:I3 ->- M by
and compute Jdw in two ways.
p
On the one hand, by definition of /,
111
/dw = JJ / dw[ (h1,hZ,h3)>-+ Ft1+h1(,(t2+hZ't3+h3))]dt1dtzdt3
p 000
= }}K3(dw) [(h1,hZ) ~ 't(t2+hz,t3+h3)]dtzdt3
00
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On the other hand, by Stokes' theorem,
Jdw
P
f w
dP
fw - fw + fw
f ba R.
fw +
r
fw - fw
t bo
(where dP (f-ba) + (R.-r) + (t-bo), f refers to the restric-
tion of p to the front of the cube below, ba to the back,
etc. )
Xz
Now fw = )w =fF~w, and f w
f F1T T ba
f F~w. We cl aim that
T
Jw = J KZw, .f w = f K w.
t T3 bo T1
Indeed,
1
f KZ(w) [h -+ T(O,tZ+h)]dtz
o
1 1
f f w [(hl' hZ)-+ Ft1+h 1(r (0,tZ+hZ))] dt 1dt Z
o 0
Jw
R.
and the other three identities are similar. By putting the
derived equalities together. one completes the proof of the
proposi tion. A
In the above proposition, it would be more natural to
conclude that F~w -:F~(;)=Kdw + dKw. 'unfortunately we do not
know whether in general, for w e: A n(M), fw = 0 for all
T
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T:ln ~ M implies that w = O. However, this is the case if M
has the following extension property.
Dn r n(E) The canonicalrnap M Z ~ MD induced by the inclu-
sion D ~ DZ = {x e:: R I x3 = O} is a retraction (i.e.
there is a section i, roi = 1).
Every Rn has property (E), and mo!e generally, so do
all formal manifolds (in any of the senses proposed). More-
over, if an object M has property (E), so do all exponentials
MN and all retracts of M.
COROLLARY 1. 16 M ha~ p~ope~ty (E), then the conciu-
~~on 06 the above p~opo~~t~on can be ~t~eng~hened to
Kdw + dKw
Proof. As just claimed, it suffices to show that if M
has property (E) then for any w c An(M) , fw = 0 for every
T:ln ~ M implies that w O. We do the ca~e n = 1 only. To
show that w = 0, choose an infinitesimal 1-cube (y,ho) e::
MDxD, and extend y to a map ~:DZ ~ M by an application of
property (E). For notation, let ¢ho:I ~ I be the function
tt-+hot, and define f:D ~ R by f(t) = w[h ~ y(t+h)]. It suf-
fices to show that
since then by assumption on w, it follows that f w O.
Now (y,~)
f w =
yO¢ha
1f w[h.->-y(¢h (t+h))]dt
o 0
1f w[h~ (ho·y)(h t+h)]dto 0
1
= f h ·w[h~ y(h t+h)]dto 0 0
1f h f(th )dto 0 0
(by definition)
(by honogeneity)
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f f(t)dt
o
(substitution)
ho• f (0)
f w. A
(y,lle)
(Kock-Lawvereaxiom)
f
COROLLARY 2. A~~ume ~ha~ M ha~ p~ope~~y (E). 16 M ~N
g
a~e nomo xop ;«, ~hen H'(f ) H'(g ) : tl'(N) ...... H'(M). In pa~~ic.-
u.ta~, i6 M and N a~e homo~oprj equivaf.en~, ~hen H'(M) '= WeN)
(whence the Poincare lemma). A
Let us now turn to the Mayer-Vietoris sequence. Re-
call that a partition of unity subordinate to a cover {U,V}
of M is a pair of maps PU,PV:M ~ R such that for all x ~ M,
PU(x) + PV(x) = 1, and moreover, for all x ~ M
x ~ U or PU(x) = 0, and x ~ V or PV(x) = O.
PROPOSITION. A~~ume ~ha~ M = U UV, whe~e U and V a~e
e~af.e ~ubjec.~~ 06 M (i.e., i6 ¢:Dq ~ M and ¢(O) E U, ~hen
im(¢) c: U; ~imaa~f.y 60~ V). 16 {D,V} ha~ a pM~i~ion 06 uni-
~y ~ubo~dinate ~o i~, ~hen ~he ~equenc.e
0 ......Aq(M) ~ Aq(U) ffl Aq(V) ~Aq(UnV) ~ 0
* ,*w ...... (iu(w) , lV(W) )
(u ,v) 1-+ i~nv(\!)- i~nv(ll)
i~ exac.~ (the i-denote the inc.f.u~ion~).
Proof. The fact that the first map is monic follows
from the fact that (U,V} is an ~tale cover.
To show exactness in the middle, let (u,v) 4ii: Aq(U)e Aq(V)
be such that i~ n v(v) = i~ rI V (u}. Define
where {PU,PV} is a partition of unity subordinate to {U,V},
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and
{
puHO) "1l(<P)
(p '1l)(<P) =u 0
if HO) e: U
o
and similarly for PV·v. (Notice that since U and V are etale,
this definition makes sense). Then
But i~(pu'll) = PUlu'll, and by definition of
uni ty and the fact that i~ nv(ll)= i~ IlV(v),
""PV/U·Il. Hence iUW = Il. Similarly it follows
so the sequence is exact in the middle.
To show that the right hand map is epic, we show simi-
larly that any (J,) e:: Aq (U n V) comes ·from the pair (-PV'w, PU·w). !
a partition of
""also iU(PV"v) =
that i~(w) = v ,
This short exact sequence is called the Mayer-Vietoris
sequence, and it induces a long exact sequence, as in the
following.
COROLLARY. Unde~ ~he hypothe~~~ 06 ~he p~eeed~ng p~o-
po~~~~on, the~e ~~ a long exaet ~equenee
q q q) q ( q+ 1(+ H (M) + H (U) ~ H (V + HUn V) + H M) + •••
. *'q q+lThe L.tne;a~map d : H (U n V) + H (M), the. so -c.o.LLe.d Boek.uUn
¥
homorno~ph~~m, may be de~e~~bed by
-I< {r-d(PV'W)] on
d [w) =
[d(PU'w)] on
u
V.
Proof. This is some simple homological algebra. The
general situation is that we are given a short exact se-
quence
o + A ! B ~ C + 0
level 0 + Aq ! Bq ~ cq + 0 is exact).of complexes (i.e. each
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* :Hq(C) + Hq+1(A), considerTo define d the commutative dia-
gram
Aq-1 f Bq -1 g Cq-1o + -- -- + 0
ld
f
ld ld
Aq Bq g Cqo + -+ -- + 0
!d
f Id Id
+ Aq+l Bq+1 g Cq+10 - + 0
and take [cJ ~ Hq(C), so dc = O. Write c = g(b) for some
b ~ Bq, and observe that dc = dg(b) = g(db) = 0, whence ab
f(a) for some a ~ Aq+l. Define d*[cJ to be this [aJ. This all
looks like a horrible application of the axiom of choice
(which is not available in the synthetic context), but it is
*not, and moreover d is well-defined on equivalence classes.
*Both assertions follow from the fact that d [cJ is the unique
equivalence class [aJ such that for some b ~ Bq, f(a) = db
and [g(b)] = [c]. To see this, assume that both a and a' are
candidates, i.e.
f(a) = db, [g(b)] = [cJ, some b
f(a') = db', [g(b')] = [cJ, some b'.
Then since [g(b)] = [g(b')], g(b-b') = dco for some co' g is
epi, so Co = g(bo) for some boo But then g(b-b'-dbo) =
dco - dco = 0, hence b-b'-dbo = f(ao) for some ao'
Thus f(dao) = db-db'-d2bo = f(a)-f(a'), and since f is
mono, dao = a-a', Le. [a] = [a"]. Linearity of d* is now
obvious. It remains to show that the long sequence is exact,
which is easy and can safely be left to the reader. !
As a final remark, we note the following proposition,
the proof of which is obvious.
PROPOSITION. t 6 M "Ua Ma iii a dill j oint union, then
Hq(M) = n Mq(M). !
a a
§2. Singular homology.
Let M be a smooth. space. A singuZa~ q-simpZex of M is
a map ~q ~ M, where ~q(q ~ 0) is the standard q-simplex
[ ] _ { q+1 I '\eo,...,eq - (xo" ..'xq)e: R 0 ~ xi ~ 1 and LXi = l )
. q+ 1({eo, ... ,eq) denotes the standard base of R ). We let
Sq(M) be the free R-module generated by the singular q-sim-
plices; the elements or Sq(M) are called singuZa~ q-chains.
There is an R-linear boundary ope~ato~.
defined on generators ~ ~
q
llq(0) =
l-1 by
2 . .
L (-1)Joo£J ,
j =0 q
where £~:~q-l -+ ~q is the j-th face of ~q' i.e. (£~(xo,···,Xq_l)
= (xo"",Xj_l,O,Xj, ... ,Xq)' Since 000 = 0 (as is easily
checked), this defines a complex S.(M) if we agree that
Sq(M) 9 (0) for q < O. Note that this definition of S.(M) is
functorial in M: a map M.! N induces R-linear maps f",:S(M)q
-+ Sq(N) for each q, defined on generators by composition, i.
e. f*(o) = foo, a~d this yields a chain map f*:S.(M) -+ S.(M)
because:o(f",a) = f",(lla).
./I
As usual, we define submodules Bq(M) = Im(llq+l) ('bou~
daries') and Zq(M) = Ker(llq) ('cycZes') of Sq(M), and since
ll2 = 0, Bq(M) c Zq(M) so we can define the q-dimensionalsin-
gular homology R-module of M by
Clearly, H (-;R) is a covariant functor.
q
We proceed now as in the case of the De Rham cohomology
by proving the three key properties, viz. the Poincare lemma
or homotopy invariance, the existence of the (longexact) Ma-
yer-v'ietoris sequence, and the disjoint union lemma.
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PROPOSITION. Let F:lxM + N be a homotopy 6~om Fo to
Fl· Then 6o~ eaeh q the~e i~ an R-linea~ map
~ueh that 6o~ eve~y o:~ + M,
q
ClP (o)+P l(Cler).q q-
Proof. We will define a triangulation P of Ix~ , i.e.q q
a sum Pq E S (Ix~ ) of maps ~ 1 + Ix~ , and then forq q q+ q
er:~q +Mwe let Pq(O)E: Sq+l(N) be the composition (= sumof
composi tions)
Each of the maps involved in the definition of Pq will be af-
fine, and it is useful to introduce some notation. Recall
that a singular q-simplex 0 on a convex subset Me Rn is
called affine if there are points mo' ... ,mq E: M such that
such an affine simplex is denoted by [m •...•m ]. Sor k ~ 0 qarm •...,m] = (-1) [mo,...•mk, ...,m]. If S= [mo,... ,mq]o q k-o qis an affine q-simplex, the k-th q-l-simplex occurring in as
will be denoted by S(K). i.e.
S(') = [m ,... '&k,···,m 1·o q
In Ix~ • we distinguish the points e~ = (a.e.) for a = 0,1,
q J Jj = O, ,q. Let us write Sj for the affine q+l-simplex
[e~, ,el,eo, ... ,e~] on IX~ (j =O •••• ,q). We now de f i.n e PqJ q 0 J q
by q
Pq ~ - Sj'is q is evenj =0
P r. (-njS., if q is odd.
q j =0 J
Let us verify that indeed
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ap (a) - P l(ila) = F1*(a) - F *(0')q q- 0
for every a:~q ~ M. From the definition of Pq(a) given above
it is clear that it sufficies to consider the 'generic' case
where a = [eo"" ,eq] = id:~q ~ ~q' and F:lxM ~ N is the
identity Ix~ ~ Ix~ . Thus, we verify that for each q,qq.
r (_l)kp _l([e, .....ek,···,e])k=o q q
[e~,... ,e~] - [e~,... ,e~].
Indeed, if q is even,
~ q+l
- L r (-l)kS.(k)
j=o k=o J
while
q k .
+ L (-1) (-l)JS.{k;)]
k=j+1 J
q-j R,' .
+ L (-1) +J(-1)JS.(1)]
R,= 1 J
9 'j-1 k '-1 /'":--= L [ L (-1) (-1)J S.(q-j+k+l)
j=o k=o J
= I[r (_l)R,S. (1)J, since q is even.
j =0 R,= 1 J
q q+ 1 q
Hence ap +P _1a=- L L (-l)kS.(k)+ L
q q j=o k=o J j=o
q ,;""'-., ,..
L [S.(q+l)-S.(O)] (q es even)
j =0 J J
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since everthing else cancel s because of S. (q.;:1)
J
And if q is odd,
S·l(O).J -
9 .q+1
L (-1)J (-l)kS.(k),
j=o k=o J
while
Pq_1(a[eo,···,eq)) = r (-1)kpq_1([e , ... ,ek,···,e))k=o 0 q
r (_l)k I[eJl, ...• ~, ... ,e1,eO, ... ,~~, ... ,e?]
k=o j =0 q ° J
j,k
9 j-1 k+l q ____
L l L (-1) S. (q-j+k+1)+ L (_1)k+1S. (k-j)]
j =0 k=o J k=j +1 J
q q ~. q-j .
L [ L (-1) -q+JS. (i)+ L (-1)~+J+1S. (~)]
j =0 ~=q-j +1 J =1 J
~ ~ (-1)~+j+1S.(i), since q is odd,
j=o ~=1 J
and from this is immediately follows as in the case where q
is even that ap ([e , ... ,e ])-P l(a[e , ... ,e]) = [eo
1,... ,eq
1]
q ° q q- ° q
-[eo, ... ,eO]. This completes the proof. A° q
f
COROLLARY 1. (Homotopy invariance) 16 1-1~ N aJte. homo-
top-ic. mapt., the.n H.C£;R) = H.(g;R):H.(M;R)+HjN;R). In pa.Jttic.LJ.1M.,-i6
M and N aJte. homotopy e.qu-ivafe.nt, the.n H.(M;R) ~ H.(N;R). A
COROLLARY 2. (Poincare Lemma) Le.t M c Rn be. cc nv e x and
inhab-ite.d. The.n
{
R -i6 q
H (M;R) =
q (0) i6 q > 0
o
Proof. If M is a single point, this is clear; and if
M is arbitrary convex, inhabited, it is contractible, hence
by corollary 1 it has the same singular homology as a single
point. A
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We now turn to the exactness of the Mayer-Vietoris se-
quence. Things are considerably more difficult here than in
the case of the De Rham cohomology. Let M = U U V, and let
{u V}S ' (M) be the submodule of S (M) generated byq q
Sq (U) U Sq (V). Then from the short exact sequence
0+ s.(UnV) + S.(U) ~S.(V) + s.{U,V}(~l) + 0
we obtain (as usaal) a long exact sequence which is just
like the one of Mayer-Vietoris but for the fact that the
{U V} {U V}homology H. ' (M;R) of the complex S. ' (M) appears
instead of H.(M;R). What is the connection between the two?
To answer this question, we shall from now on assume that
1. R is Archimedean
2.
3.
~ is compact, for
q
Every finite cover
ment (each q ~ 0).
each q ~ 0
of ~q has a (finite) open refine-
(As for the consistency of these assumptions relative to SDG,
see section 4 below).
PROPOSITION. The. c an o 11.ic.aimap H. {U, V} (M; R) + II. (M; R)
.il1duc.e.d by ~he. .inc.iu¢.iol1 S.{U,V}(M) -+ S.(M) .i¢ an .i¢omo~-
ph.i¢m.
Proof. We apply assumptions 1.-3. to a special chain
map
Msd : S. (M) + S. (M) ,
viz the barycentric subdivision. sdM is natural in M, and
hence completely determined by the chains (Sd~q)q(id) ~
S (~ ), which are defined as follows. Slightly more general,
q q
we define for each affine complex ~ ~ M into a convex MeR. q
a chain sdM(a) ~ S (M) by induction on q:
q q
sdM( [m ]) [mo]o 0
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where b = jIoq11 mj is the barycenter of [mo'... ,mq] , and
the outer brackets [ ] are interpreted as: if T = . Ea. [ni,
. 1=0 1 0
... ,n~_,J is a chain of affine q-l-simplices, then [T,b] is
the chain i10ai[n~, ...,n~_l,b] of affine q-simplices.
Thus in particular, we' have defined (sdllq) (id) E:
q
S~Sllq) for each q ~ 0, and as just said this determines
sc(\o) for every q-simplex II 5l M byq q
M IIsdq(o) = o*((sd q)q(id)).
(Note that in case 0 happens to be affine, this definition
of Sd~(o) coincides with the one already given). One easily
checks that each sdM: S. (M) ...S. eM) is a chain map. The proof
is now completed by noting the properties of sd stated in
the following three lemmas.
LEl1:-lA 1. EveJtIj -6ingu./'.aJt -6imp./'.e.x
diameteJt ~ (q/q+l)mdiam(lI ).
q
Proof. trivial induction on q.
ha-6
LEMl-lA 2. Let 1>1 U U V. FoJt eaeh -6ingu..f.aJt q --6imp./'.ex.
o·lI ...M theJte i-6 an m ~ 0 -6ueh that eveJtIj -6imp./'.ex. in sdm(o). q
(wheJte sd = (sdM) ) 6ac-toJt~ thJtough eitheJt U oJt V, i.e.
sdm(o) E s{U,V}(Mi.
q
Proof. Since II 0-1 (U) U 0-1 (V), we also have (by as-
q - 1 - 1sumption 3 on 6. ) that II = Int 0 (U) U Int 0 (V). From com-q q
pactness of 6. (assumption 2) we ohtain a Lebesgue number
q
A > 0 for this cover. Since R is Archimedean (assumption 1),
there is an m ~ 0 such that (q/q+l)mdiam(lI ) < A. Then every
simplex in sdm(id) factors through Int(o-l~U)) or through
Int(o-l(V)), and this implies that every simplex in sdm(o)
factors through U or V.
LE~.lA 3. Fo/t eveJty M theJte aJte. R-.f.ineaJt map~
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(natuttaf in M) huc.h that 60tt e.ve.tty0 E: S (M),q
Msdq(o) -0 = aR (0) + R 1(ao).q q-
Conhe.que.ntfy, the. map H (M;R) + H (M;R) induc.e.d by the. c.hain
map sdM ih the. ide.ntity: q
Proof. As in the definition of sdM, because of natu-
rali ty in M all of R~I is determined by txing R~q(id). This
will be done by induction on q: For q = 0, there is only one
choice !',1+ !', for R!',o(id) . And if R!',q-11 is defined as iso 0 !',q-
required by the lemma, consider sdqq(id)-id C Sq(!',q);Since
a(sd!',q(id)-id-R!',Q-11(a(id)))q q-
Sd!',q-11(a(id))-a(id)-aR!',q-11(aid)q- q-
R!',q-2(aaid) (by induction hypothesis)q-2
o
it follows from the contractibility of !',qthat there exists
a 0 E: S +1(!',) such thatq q
(by the Poincare lemma). Thus for R~Q we can take!',this o.
(rhe reader may suspect that in order to obtain Rqq(!',q)as
a function of q we have to apply the axiom of dependent
choices (on q), which is not available in the synthetic con-
text. But this is not so, since the Poincare lemma does not
merely yield the existence of a 0 as above: by applying the
proposition preceding the Poincarfi lemma (~237) to a fixed
contraction of!', we obtain an explicit description of o!)
q
Putting these three lemmas together, we complete the proof
of the proposition. !
COROLLARY. (Mayer-Vietoris sequence). Ahhume that
M U U V. The.n rh.e».« i-6 a fang e.xac.t he.que.nc.e.
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deduced 6~om the ~hont exact ~eQuence
0-+ s.(UnV) -+ S.(U) es.(V) -+ s~U,V}(M) -+ O. A
As a final property of singular homology that we need,
we have
PROPOSITION. 16 M -lLaMa i~ a di~joint union 06 a
6amily (M) indexed by a dec~dable ~et {a}, thena a
H.(M;R) = @ H (M "R)a' a'
whe~e @a denotea the cop~oduct 06 the 6amily {H.(Ma;R)}a
Proof. This follows immediately from the fact that 6q
is indecomposable (because of the integration axiom) (i.e.
if 6q = AU B, A'oB disjoint, then 6q = A or 6q B), and
thus any map!::> -+ M factors through some M. Aq a
§3. A synthetic version of the Rham's theorem.
In section 1 we have seen how the integration axiom
allows us to define for any q-form w on M the integral Jw
along an n-chain y:Iq -+ M. From this, we can define theYin-
tegral
J w
a
for a simplicial q-chain a:!::>-+ M in any of the standardq
ways. Let us quickly describe one version (which seems no-
tationally not too involved) in more detail. For this, we
temporarily replace the standard simplices !::>q= [eo,· ..,eq J
by their isomorphic copies (also called !::>q)
6q = {(xl' ... ,xq) e:: R
q I 0 ~ Xq~" ,~xl ~ 1}.
iObserve that the faces of this llq are the maps E: : llq-1 -+!::>q'
e:O(x1,···,x ,) = (x1""'x 1,0), e:
i(X1,···,X 1) = (xl""q-, q- q-
xi,xi,xi+1, ... ,Xq_1) (1~i~q-1), and e:q(xl""'xq_1) =
(1,x1, ... ,xq_1). There is an obvious (orientation preser-
ving) projection
by use of which we can define th~ above integral Jw as
a
fw =
a
Writing out the boundary an as a sum of maps rq-1 + A im-q q
mediately gives that an = (aA )on 1 modulo some degenerateq q q-
chains rq-1 + A (these are affine chains whose image has a
q
dimension <q-l, so the integral over any q-1-form vanishes).
Consequently, we obtain Stokes' theorem for simplices if w
is any q-l-form on M and y:A + M is a simplicial q-chain,q
then
Jw=Jy*(w)
ay aAq
f y*(w)
aA O'ITq q-l
(by definition)
, (by cubical Stokes')
J dw
y
(again by definition) .
!laving defined fw for w e::Aq(M) and generators a E S (M), we
a q
extend this to a map
(w,a) + Jw
a
which is R-linear in both w and a separately. Clearly, this
integration is natural in M, in the sense that
*f w=ff(w).
f*(a) a
Because of ~he simplicial form of) Stokes' theorem the res-
triction of the integral to
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sends exact forms as well as houndaries to 0, and thus we
may pass to quotient to obtain an R-linear map
Ilq(':J) I II ( R)*
I' ---+'q M; = IlomR(llq(M;R),R)
[wl t--+ ([0]>-+ !w),
o
To formulate De Rham's theorem, let
R = {tv! I "qer'l) l'lqUI;Rt is an isomorphism for every q },
If we assume as in section 2 that R is Archimedean, each 6 q
is compact and i nd ec ornpo sab le , and every finite cover of 6 q
has an open refinement, then we obtain the following synthet-
ic version of De Rham's theorem.
THEOREM. The c.ia.id R ha.6 ;tile 60itowing c..tO.6u/tep/top-
eiltie.6 :
(1) R c.ontain.6 Rn 60/t eac.h n ~ 0 land ai.6o in6inite.6imai
.6pac.e.6 .6uc.h a.6 D, Doo' 1'" etc..)
(2) Let {U,V} be an ltaie c.ove/t 06 M having a pa/ttition 06
un,l.:ty .6uboll.dinated to it. T 6 U, v, aVId un V beiong to R
then .60 do e.s M.
(3) T 6 1'-1 = ilc/h i.6 a di.6joint un.ton indexed by a dec.idab.te
.6et (a), and eac.h M beiong~ to R, then 60 doe~ M.a
(4) T6 X i~ a /tet/tac.t 06 an objec.t M in R, then X E R.
Proof. (1) follows from the two Poincar& lemmas, for
De Rham cohomology and singular homology, (3) follows from
the two disjoint union lemmas. (4) is almost trivial: Let
X ~ M be given such that ri = idX' and consider the diagram
Hq (M) .;.
Hq (r)
.. Hq (X)
1M]
Hq(i) t
*
IX] iJ
Hq (r) I *
Hq(M;R)*<; ~ H (X; R)
Hq(i)*
q
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*An inverse J:Hq(M;R)
Hq(r)oIMoHq(i)~ since
iality
-+ Hq(X) is given by the composite
both squares commute and by functor-
(2) is only slightly more involved: it follows from the 5-
lemma applied to the diagram obtained from the long Mayer-
Vietoris sequence for De Rham cofiomology, and its dual for
singular homology:
Indeed,
...-+/-fl(U)e Hq(V) -+Hq(U n V) d\Wl(M) -+Hq+l(U)e llq+l(V) -+IIq+1 (Un V)-+
...• "q(U).l"q (V)'. "q(jVJ ',. "q.! (M)' • "q., (Uj.Lq"lVl· · "q., (be '1'.
#this diagram is commutative: the only nontrivial
is the one involving the Bockstein homomorphisms d*
and for this case we have the following.
square
*and 6 ,
LID~. Le~ a -+A i B ~ C -+ a be an exa~~
q q q+l~otnp.texe~ ... -+A -+ A -+... e~~.,
be an exa~~ ~equen~e 06 ~otnp.texe~
q 0 q A* q q b 0 .¢AAoA -+q' ¢BB' ¢CC e R-~~nea~
~ equen~e 06
and let a -+ C ~ B ~ A -+ a
a
-+ Aq -+... L e~
.6lL~h rh a«: both
...-+Aq+ 1
pa-<.~.{.ng.6
and
(2) , and .6.{.tnaa~.ttj6o~ tJE Band ¢CC '
~otnmu~e, ~hen the d-<.ag~am.
U Provided that the dual of the Long Maye~-Vietoris sequence is exact.
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Jlq(C)
d*
, I-W1(A)
(3) .~Bj lq"¢AA
Ilq(C)* 0* !rq+1 (A) t,
al60 commu~e6. whe~e 0* i6 ~he dual 06 0*.
Pr o o ] , Recall the definition of the Bockstein maps
d* q() q+l q:1-1 C -+ JI (1\) and 0*:1-1 +1 (A) -+ " (C): given [c] E H (C),
q q+1 q q
we find b E B • a E A such that f(a) = db and g(b) = c
and put d* [c] = [a], wh i l c given ret] E Hq+1 (A) we find
b E Bq+1 and c c Cq such that a(~) et and ab 8(~), and
put 0* [':lJ = [~1.
Now we compute (in the computation, we only use om-
mu t a t i vi t y of 2 for B, B, but the others are used to define
3 iib e r h aup t ) : let [c] c "q(C), with a and b as above, and
+ .,
[et] E Ilq (A), wi th ~ an d c as above. Then
q+ 1 *
¢/\A (d [c]) ([et]) [¢~;1 (a) (a ('2))]
[¢~; 1 (f(a)) (~)]
[¢~;1 (elb) (~)]
[¢~B(b) (a~) 1
[¢~B(b) (8~))
[¢~c(gb)(~)]
[¢~ccrcJ)(o*[a])] .
(by 1)
(by 2)
(by 1)
§4. De Rham's theorem with parameters and the comparison
theorems.
In this section we obtain a version of De Rham's theorem
wi th parameters, simply by interpreting the resul t of section
3 in the topos G introduced by Dubuc (1981) as a model for SDG.
We recall (cf. Reyes (1982), Moerdijk & Reyes (1983))
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that we have a diagram
M~G r_.:..-.-+. Sets,
B
where M is the category of manifolds (with a countabl~ basis,
i.e. embeddable into same :nn), and Gis Dubuc's topos of
sheaves over the site ffi of finitely generated germ-determined
COO-rings. The embedding s factors through ffi, is full and faith-
ful, and preserves transversal pullbacks as well as open covers;
r is the global sections functor, ~ the constant functor, and
B is the right adjoint of r,
~ ---i r ---i B.
G is a model for SDG; for example, the Koch-Lawvere axiom
is valid (Koch (1981)), and so is the integration axiom (Que &
Reyes (1982)).
As promised in section 1, we will begin by showing that
our notion of form does not differ from the usual one when-
ever the two make sense. Indeed,
PROPOSITION. Fo« aYlY maYl-i.6old ~i E: M, r map.6 a moltphiMl1
Aq(s(M)) ~ Aq+1(s(M)) iYl G to the map Aq(M) ~ Aq+1(M), whelte
the 6iJr..6t deno t.es the iYlteltpltetaLlOYl 06 the .6ljYlthetic. de6irt-i.-
tioYl 06 60ltm aYld exteltiolt d-i.66elteYltiatioYl iYl G, while the
.6ec.oYld deYlote.6 the u.6ual vec.tolt .6pac.e 06 6o/tm.6 aYld exte/tiolt
di66elteYltiatioYl map 6ltom c.la.6.6ic.al di66elteYltial geomet/ty.
Molteove/t, i6 M! N iYl M, theYl 6imilaltly r map.6 s(f)*
Aq(sN) + Aq(sM) iYl G to the uwal pullbac.k map f*:Aq(N)+ Aqo-'U.
Proof. The global sections of Aq(sM) are the maps
s(M)Dq + R in G such that in G it holds that they are homo-
geneous and alternating. But s(M)Oq is just the q-th iterate
of the tangent bundle, s(M)Dq '"s(Tq(M)), while R = s(lR),so
these are the maps Tq(M) + R in M which are homogeneous and
alternating in G. Classically, on the other hand, Aq(M) is
defined as the set of maps T(M)xM ...xMT(M) + R (q-fold fi-
~ered product) all of whose fibers Tx(M)x ...xTx(M) + Rare
alternating and R-linear in each variable separately. Thus,
to show r(Aq(s(M))) '"Aq(M) it suffices to prove synthetically
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(hence in G) that alternating homogeneous maps MDq + Rare
in 1-1 correspondence with alternating maps MDxM ... xMM
D + R
wh i c h are (pointwise) R-linear in each coordinate separately
(where M is a manifold, so the fibers (MD) = T (M) have ax x
vector space structure). In fact by local parametrization it
suffices to consider the case M = Rn, and for ease of nota-
tion we will take q = 2. Suppose given a map (Rn)D2 ~ R
which is homogeneous and alternating. By the Kock-Lawvere
. L f 2 n. .a x i om , e acn -:D + R IS g i.ven as
f(x,y) = ~ + x -b + y.s; + xy·g
for unique vectors a,b,c,d ERn. To show that 00 is determined
by its restriction ~o-(~n~DXR(Rn)D (consisting of such f
with d = Q) we show that w(f) does not depend on ~. Indeed,
writing ooa for the restriction of 00 to the fiber over ~,
00 (b,c,d)-foT oo(f), we get for all !?,c::,~E Rna - - -
00 (b,c,d) -00 (c,b,d) (altcmating)a--- <1---
and hence
00 (O,O,cI) = 0a - - -
Moreover, for fixed c and b respectively, 00 (b,-,-) and- - a -
00 (-,c,-) arc R-linear maps (Rn)2 + R (Rv Li ne a ri t.y followsa -
from homogeneity, cf. Kock (1981), p.Sl), so
ooa(!?,Q,g)
wa(g,Q,Q)+w~(Q,Q,g)
o + 0 = O.
The fact that f preserves exterior differentiation is now
immediate from the fact that both fed) and the 'classical'
d satisfy Stokes' theorem (since f trivially preserves the
boundary operator a).
Th e cas e 0 f f'" i sob vi0 us. !
Thus, the classical representation theorem that every
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form on M is locally of the form Ef(x)dx; A ...Adx1· hOlds in- ~ 1 n
G for all obj ects of the form s (M). (In fact this can also
be showndirectly by a synthetic argument).
To pave the way for some results to be formulated in
section 5, we remark here that a similar analysis yields
that if X is a locally closed subspace of some nn, regarded as
an object of ffi (cf. Moerdijk & Reyes (1983)), the sections
of the sheaf Aq(s(M)) over X correspond to the usual q-forms
on M which are s~oothly varying in X, i.e. q-forms on XxM
which are locally of the form
(where f is smooth), while the X-component of d , dx:Aq(SM)(X)
~ Aq+1(sM)(X) comes from pointwise (for points of X) apply-
ing the usual d:Aq(M) ~ Aq+1(M).
In order to interpret the result of section 3 in G, let
us check that the assumptions made there hold in G:
LEMMA 1. The 60llowing hold in G
1) R i~ A~ehimedean
2) eaeh 6q i~ eompaet
3) 6q AU B =* 6q = Int(A) U Int(B).
Proof. (1) was proved in Moerdij k & Reyes (1983)). (2)
a'nd(3) were also proved there, but for the case with 6 re-
o q
placed by I = [0,1] c R. The same proofs, however, apply to
any object of the form sCM) (M compact for (2) ). in partic-
ular to 6q. !
LEMMA 2. 1) 16 in M, U c M i~ open, then in G the in-
elu~ion s(U) ~ sCM) i6 ~tale.
2) 16 {Pu,Py} i~ a pa~tition 06 unity 6ubo~dinate to an open
cove.a {U,Y} 06 Min M, then the 6amehold.6inG OM{S(PU),s(Py)}
with ~e~peet to the ~tale eove~ {s(U),s(y)} 00 sCM).
3) Fon. eve~y M in M, s(M)D~ -+ s(M)Dq Ls an epimOJtphi~m in G.
Proof; easy and omitted. !
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THEOREM. (De Rham's theorem 'wi th parameters'). Faitany
M E M, the canonical map
I *Hq (sM; R)
[wJI--+ ([yJi-> /w)
y
i6 an iaomoltphi6m in G.
Proof· We have to show that sCM) ~ R, where R is as in
the formulation of De Rham's theorem given in section 3.
Let 0 = {U ~ M open I s (U) E: R). ~1 has a basis of sets
diffeomorphic to some Rk, hence 0 contains a basis for M by
1) of De Rham's theorem (section 3). Also by the same theo-
rem, 0 is closed under finite unions'and disjoint countable
unions (since in G, the natural number object has decidable
equality). But then 0 contains all the open subset of ~I,
and in particular M itself, for if U is any open subset of
M, we may write U U V with ach Vn relatively compact.n-o n
Now construct by induction an open cover {II' ) of U such that
n
each II'nis a finite union of relatively compact basic open
sets (sets diffeomorphic to some Rk), hence II'nE: 0, such that
k k+1 k- 1
\\ c u II' c U \~n c U II' ,n nn=o n=o n=o
and Wn+2 n Wk = <P for each k ~ n. Then U Un IV n
U II' E O. !nn even
U Wn Un odd
COROLLARY. (Classical De Rham) Fait any mani60ld M E: M,
the canonical map
*+ Hq (M;lR) = H0nm.(Hq (M;lR) ,lR)
[w] r- ((YJ~ fw)
y
i6 an iaompltphi6m.
Proof. We have already observed that the global sections
functor r 'preserves' the notions of form and exterior de-
rivative (cf. the proposition above), and also, trivially,
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r preserves the notion of q-simplex and boundary of such.
Thus by exactness of r (r has both adjoints) r also preserves
Hq(M) and Hq(M;R)*, i.e. r(Hq(sM) 0< Hq(M), r(HomR(IIq(M;R),R)0<
HomR(Hq(M;R) ,R). So the corollary follows by applying r to
the preceding theorem. A
A similar argument allows us to conclude
THEOREH. (First Comparison) Faitany M e:: M and any s et:
X, Hq(M;lR) 0< Fre~(X) i66 Hq(s(M) 0< FreeR(lIX) in G.
Proof. r preserves free module, so ~ follows by ap-
plying r to the exact sequence
For ~, we need two lemmas:
aLEHHA 1. 16 F 1 -+ F 2 i-6 a homomoltphi-6m in G 06 6ltee R-
module-6 with con-6tant ba-6e-6, then Im(a), Ker(a) and Cok(a)
alte al-6o 6ltee with con-6tant ba-6e-6.
LEHHA 2. 16 F i-6 a 6ltee module in G with con-6tant ba-.
-6i-6, then evelty epimoltphi-6m M -+ F 06 R-module-6 in G -6plit-6.
As for the proof of lemma 2, let F = FreeR(lIX). Byap-
plying r we obtain a split diagram of vector spaces over R
in Sets,
r (a) ..
r (M) • Fre~ (X).
s
But we have canonical bijections
Fre~ (X) 2... r (M) in M0<1R(Sets)
x 2.... r (M) in Sets
lIX.s, M in G
FreeR (lIX)-- M in ModR (G)
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and clearly CloS id. The proof of lemma' is similar.
To complete the proof of the theorem, we now apply an
inductiun argument on open subsets of M, just as in the proof
of De Rham's theorem with parameters on p.2s, above, using the
long Mayer-Vietoris sequence and the coproduct lemma from
sec t i.on 2, wi th I:, (N) as the index set. For example, as the
induction step for finite unions we need to conclude from
the Nayer-Vietoris sequence:
that ([ (~1) is free with constant basis if 11.(U), II.(V) andq
H. (U n V) are. But more generally, if
...-+F, -+ FZ -+ A -+ F3 -+ F4 -+ •••
is an exact sequence of R-modules with the F's being free on
a constant basis, then so is A: just apply lemmas' and Z to
the diagram
F,
+ \;\;3
Observe that, as a consequence of the classical De
Rham theorem, Hq(M) is always of the form (Freem.(X)) * '" ]{X.
COROLLARY. (Second Comparison Theorem) Fo~ any maYK60id
M E M a~d any ~et X, Hq(M) '"RX i66 Hq(s(M)) '" RI:,Xin G.
* I:, XProof. Just notice that (FreeR(I:,X)) '" R ,and combine
the first comparison theorem with the version of De Rham's
theorem proved on p.2s1. !
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§5. Applications.
On hearing the expression 'De Rham's theorem with pa-
rameters' the classically minded reader probably has in mind
something quite different from our theorem of section 4. Pre-
sumably, he is thinking of construing the De Rham cohomology
groups, as well as the (duals of the) singular homology
groups, as sheaves of smooth modules over the space of param-
eters, and then asserting that these sheaves are canonically
isomorphic. In this section, we derive such a theorem from
the main result of section 4. For unexplained notations, the
reader is referred to Godement (1958).
Let the manifold X E M be our space of parameters, and
let Roo be the sheaf on X of smooth real-valued functions,
i.e. Roo(U) = Coo(U,R) for each open U c X, with obvious re-
strictions. Starting from this ringed space (X,Roo)'we shall
construct, for each ME M, several Roo-Modules on X.
First of all, there is the sheaf .).q(M)on X of (smooth)
q-forms on M depending (smoothly) on parameters from X:
_;\q(M) (U) the set of q-forms on UxM which LocaLly arepf
the form L fi ...i (u,~l)dmil"·.."dmi
1"< <1· 1 q q1 .•. q
(w~th all the functions fi1 ...iq smooth). Clearly, J..q(M)is
indeed a sheaf on X, with obvious restrictions. Furthermore,
exterior differentiation (with respect to the ~-variables
only) defines natural transformations
for each q, thus giving rise to a sheaf complex.
We now wish to form the sheaf cohomology of this sheaf
comp lex u" O~). SO let us define, for each open U s: X,
q+1Ker(dU )
Im(d0)Eq (M) (U)
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Hq (M) (U) = Fq (M) (U) IEq U1) (U).
Fortunately, to define the sheaf cohomology we do not have to
pass to the associated sheaves of E or H, since
PROPOSITION. FqUI), Eq(tvl),and Hq(M) aILe. s n e.ave:s on
X, and ~aILILy a natuILal Roo-Module. -6tILu~tUILe..
Proof. Aq(M) is a sheaf for each q, and it has an ob-
vious R -Nodule structure. This structure is inherited by
Fq(M), Eq(N) and Hq(M), so we only need to show that these
are sheaves. For Fq(M), this is obvious from the fact that
..AqUI) is a sheaf.
And Eq is a sheaf, essentially because a form which
is locally exact is globally so by the existence of parti-
tions of unity. More explicitly, if (Ua}CI.is an open cover
of U and we are given a compatible family {w},a
W E ,q(N)(U ), such that each w is of the form dAa faTCI. J~ a a
some Aa E ~q-1(4)(UCI.), then if {Po.} is a partition of un i t y
subordinate to {Ua}' we may put
w \'p·w E: Aq(~1)(U)La CI.a J~
\' A E Jq-1 (M) (U)LaPa· a J~
and it trivially follows that dA = w.
Finally, to show that Hq(M) is a sheaf, choose a com-
patible family [waJ E Hq(M)(Ua) for a cover {Ua} of U, i.e.
for some AaS e::: -A.q-1 (/vi) (Ua nUS)
waluan Us - Ws!uan Us =dAaS'
Again take a partition of unity {Pa} as above, and let
W = I P ·w . We complete the proof by showing that for each
a a a
s ,
Indeed, since £q (M) has been shown to be a sheaf, it sufficies
to check thatwaluanuS-Ws!uanUs is exact on each element of
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the cover {Ua nus} a of us' But
WaJUs n ua-wB/ ua nus = LaPa Owa! Ua n Us - LaPa 0 wsl Va n Us
La Pa 0 (wal Ua n Us -wsl Ua n Us)
LaPa dAaS
dLaPaAaS' A
We now define the singular homology Roo-Modules, start-
ing from the sheaf S (M) of (smooth) simplicial q-chainsq .
which vary smoothly along the parameterspace X; Sq(M) is de-
fined to be the associated sheaf of the pre sheaf which as-
signs to an open U ~ X the free Roo(U)-module generated by
the Coo-maps UXAq + M. Thus, elements of Sq(M) locally look
like formal expressions of the form
n
L a.(u)o.(u,t)
i= 1 l l
with both a.:U +R and o·:Uxt:. + M smooth.
l l q
Observe that since every (open) subspace of M is para-
compact, the process of passing from the given presheaf
(which is separated) to its associated sheaf coincides with
the process of closing off under partitions of unity. Thus,
for example, if {Ua} covers U and for each a we are given
. r.b a aformal expressions I a. (u)o. (uj t ) as elements of the pre-
i= 1 l l
sheaf over Ua' then Sq(M) (U) contains an element which we
may denote by
nO.
L L P (u)oa.(u)ooc:'(u,t)
a i=l all
for a partition of unity {Po.} subordinated to {Ua}·
At the pre sheaf level there is an obvious natural
transformation induced by composition with the boundary
chain d:t:. 1 + A , and this yields a sheaf complexq - q
da+l da
-> S 1(M) --'L-+ S (M) ~ S (M) + •••q+ q q
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To define the singular homology sheaves, we define presheaves
Zq(f.l), Bq(l--l) and Hq(M) by
Zq(M)(U)
Bq (1)1) (U)
Ker(dq)U
Im(dq+1)U
Hq(M)(U) = Zq(M) (U)IBq(t-'I) (U).
By the remark on closure under p art i tions of uni t y that we
just made, we can almost literally copy the proof of the
preceding propositions to show that
PROPOSITION. Z (14), B (M) and H (M) Me s h e.av es on X.q q q
and cakky a natukal Roo-Module -6tkuctUkC.
Now we are ready to formulate the more conventional
form of De Rham's theorem hinted at in the beginning of this
section:
'rHEOREM. (De Rham's theorem with parameters) Tlte canon-
ical ffioo-lineak map
I
06 ffioo-Modu.te-6 on the kinged -6pace (X,ffioo)given by the COrrlPO-
nent-6
IUC[w]) c[yJ) = fw
y
*i-6 an i-6orrlokphi-6rr1 06 sh e.av es , (Here (-) denotes the dual in
*the category of Roo-modules. So Hq(M) (U) is the set of natural
transformations from Hq(M)lu to Roolu)'
Proof. Restrict everything in the version of De Rham
with parameters proved in section 4 for the topos of sheaves
on the site ~ to the subcategory of ~'consisting of open sub-
spaces of X, and read off the different notions involved. •
COROLLARY. Let w be a -6mooth X-6okrrl on M, i.e.
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W E:..{q(M)(X). 166011. e.ac.h. pal1.ametel1. value x E X, the. 60l1.tJI
w(x,-) ~ Aq(M) i¢ exae-t, lhen thel1.e i¢ an X-6011.m
a cJ\q-1(M)(X) f.,ue-h that w = d c .
Proof. The previous theorem tells us that
o + Eq(M) + Fq(M) + H (M)* + 0
q
is exact in Sh(X). Since {W = 0 for all y E Zq(M)(X), w is
locally in Eq(M) ~ i.e. W E Eq(M) (X) since this is a sheaf. A
Recently, this corollary was independently proved in
Glass (1983). Both Glass and I we were unaware of the exis-
tence of an earlier proof using the method of carapaces,
which was pointed out to us by \\I. van Est (c f . van Est (1958)).
As another corollary, we derive that the De Rham coho-
mology Roo-modules are vectopbundles, provided we ensure that
their dimension is finite:
COROLLARY. Let T + M be a !1e.tl1.ae-t06 a mani60ld 1"1E M
06 finite homology type U. e. Hq eM) if., 6inite dimenf.,ional
6011. eae-h q ~ O. Then 6011. eae-h X E M, the Roo-Module Hq(T) E
Sh(X) if., locally free, i.e. thel1.e if., an open e-ovel1. {Va} 06
X f.,ue-hthat 6011. eae-h a thel1.e if., an ffiooIVa-lineal1. if.,omo!l.phif.,m
06 s he av e s
q na
<Pa: H (T) I Va -=-.- ]~ooI Va' some na EN.
Proof. Hq(T) is a retract of Hq(M), which is free and
of finite type, by the comparison theorems. Since Roo is local,
the result now follows from Swan's theorem (see for example
Reyes (1978)). A
§6. Some remarks on other cohomologies.
Now that we have established the validity of De Rham's
theorem for the topos G (section 4) and (consequently) for
smooth Roo-Modules ever a space of parameters (section 5), it
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is natural to ask whether De Rham's theorem holds in G for
other cohomologies. We will briefly consider two examples of
this question: the case of ~ech cohomology, and the case of
singular cohomology.
We quickly recall the classical version of De Rham's
theorem for ~ech cohomology: Let M E M be a manifold, and
let U = {Ua} be a good cover of N, that is, an open cover
such that all monempty finite intersections Uao" ... " Uak
are diffeomorphic to some Rn. Assume that the indexset {a}
is linearly ordered. The ~ech complex Cwith coefficients in
R) is the complex
where CnCU,R) is the vector space IT rOCUa· a m)o aa<·· .<an 0'" n'
over R CF CUao ...an,m) denotes the vector space of locally
constant functions Uao n ... n Uan -+ R) , and the boundary
operator 8:CnCU,R) -+ Cn+1CU,m) is defined as follows: if
f = {fao"'an} E CnCU,R), then
n+ 1 .
. C8f)ao' ooan+l = iL C-1)lfao ...~i·· .an+l
The cohomology of this complex is called the ~ech cohomology
of the good cover U, and is denoted by H·CU,R).
De Rham's theorem for Cech-cohomology says that in that
situation there is a canonical isomorphism
H·CM) -+ H·CU,R). cit)
Consequently, H·CU,R) does not depend on the good cover U.
Another immediate corollary is that since compact manifolds
have finjte good covers, the De Rham cohomology of such is
finite dimensional. The proof of the existence of the iso-
morphism C*) given by A. Weil Ccf. Weil (1952)) is completely
constructive and explicit, and hence is valid in the synthe-
tic context:(cf, Appendix 1). Consequently, since the embedding
s:M + G preserves the ingredientsof Wei! 's proof (notablygoof open
covers, and partitions of unity; preservation of the latter
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is proved as proposition 5.9 of Moerdijk & Reyes (1983)), we
obtain the analogs of our theorems from sections 4 and 5:
THEOREM. Fo~ any M EM and any good cove~ U 06 M, the
canonical map
COROLLARY. (De Rham' s theorem wi th parameters, for
Cech cohomology). Let U and M be a6 above, and let Xc M be
a 6pace 06 6mooth pa~amete~6. Then the canonical homomo~-
phi6m 06 Roo-Module6
Here Hq (U ,Roo) is the cohomology of the complex cqCU,m",)
uf sheaveson X, Cq(U,R ) being the sheafproductaoJT<cxq
FO(Ucxo...CXq,lRoo)of the Roo-Modules FOCUcxo..oCXq,lR), defined
by setting for open \II eX: •
~(UCXo..oCXq.Ro)(w)= smooth functions f(x,u):WxUcxo...cxq....R
which locally do not depend on u
(i.e. there are covers {W~} of Wand {U } of UN N such., n "'o···"'q
tha teach f (x,u) I W ~xUoo does not depend on u).
Notice that if U is finite, Hq(U,.IRoo)is a vector bun-
dle, thus giving us the last corollary of the previous sec-
tion.
Turning to singular cohomology, we have to admit that
we do not know whether De Rham's theorem holds synthetically
(or in G), at least, when we interpret singular cohomology
as the cohomology of the complex
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which is the dual of the complex ...-+Sq+1(M) + Sq (M)+ ... of
section 2. In this case, some form of the axiom of choice
seems to be needed to establish the result. The problem here
is that the dual of the short exact sequence
of section 2, which is
tJ.is not necessarily exact: an arbitrary function (U n V) q -+ R,
cannot in general be extended to a function UtJ.q+ VtJ.q-+ R, so
the sequence is not epic on the right.
A way of circumventing th's problem in the topos G is
to replace the sheaf s(M)tJ.q£ G by the constant sheaf tJ.(MtJ.q)
(recall that tJ.:Sets-+ G is the constant functor). Thus, let
StJ. (sM) be the free R-module in G generated by tJ.(MtJ.q).,q
SA (sM) has a constant basis, so (from lemmas 1,2 of sect:iou,q
4) we get a spLit exact sequence in G,
0-+ SA (s(UnV)) -+SA (SU)t!lSA (sV) -+S{U,V}(sr.-i)-+0u,q u,q u,q tJ.,q
and therefore its dual in G,
o -+S~U,V}(sM)* -+(SA (sU)(!lStJ.(sV))* -+StJ.(s(Un V))* -+0u,q u,q ,q ,q
is exact as well. Consequently, if we let Hi(sM) denote the
cohomology of the complex
a*...+S. (sM) - StJ. +1 (sM) + •..u,q ,q
we obtain a long Mayer-Vietoris sequence.
LEMMA. Let M = U U V in M all be60!l.e. Then in G thelle ill
a long exaet llequenee
... -+~+1(SM) -+Hi(sM)+~(sU) (!l~(sV)-+~(sunV)) + ...
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Proo~ As before we need to show that the restriction
to Si~qV}(SM) instead of S6,q(sM) in the complex still gives
the same cohomology. For this, we only need to observe that
the proof for singular homology by barycentric subdivision
dualizes, since if K is a homotopy between chain maps, then
trivially so is its dual. (Recall that if f,g:A ->- B are chain
maps, say with Aq 1Aq+l, a homotopy K:f ~ g is a sequence
of maps Aq+l ~Bq such that fq-gq = Kqd + dKq-l. &
Now we obtain exactly as before,
THEOREM. Let Me:: M be a mal1-£.oold.' Thel1 the c.al1ol1-£'c.al
R-I-£.l1eaJt map
[w] ~ ([Yl ~ fw)
y
-£'f., al1 -£.f.,omoJtphim. &
The schizophrenic character of the isomorphism is ap-
parent: we integrate internal (variable, in G) forms w over,
external (constant, from Sets) chains y. This was reflected
in the proof: the splitting in the lemma above comes from
Sets, and similarly the homotopy equivalence
S{U,V}(M)* ->- S (M)* was brought into G by dualizing the
6,q 6,q {U V}
usual constant homotopy equivalence S6,q ->- S6,q coming
'from outside', from Sets.
Just as before we can restrict this isomorphism of
sheaves in G to the category Sh(X) for X e::M, to obtain a
result with a more classical appearance, by defining a 'hi-
brid' cohomology sheaf H~(M) on X carrying an Roo-Module
structure. First, we define a sheaf S6,q(M) on X whose sec-
tions are locally of the form
n
L a. (u) o, (t)
i= 1 1 1
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where ai; U ....Rand 0i (t): UX6q ....R are smooth maps. (Ju t as
in the definition of 5q(M) given in section 5, but now with
the additional requirement that 0i(u,t) locally doe not de-
pend on u). Alternatively 56 (M) i the associated sheaf of,q
the presheaf
UI-> free RoJU) module g n c r a t cd by C<lOUl ,M).
q
This gives a sheaf complex, of which lye can take the dual
(in the category of R -Module over X)
A before, we then sholY that to obtain the cohomology of
this sheaf complex lYe may define sheaves (not just pre sheaves,
by a partition of unity a r gumcn t ) zq(tvl), Bq(M) and Hq(~1) by
setting for open U c X
Zq(M)(U)
6
B~(M)(U)
HiU1)(U)
*Ke r Cd )
q U
*Im(a 1)q - U
Zi (tv!) (U) / Bi eM) (U)
If we unravel the definitions, it turns out that we obtain a
result familiar in classical differential geometry (cf. van
*Est (1958)); for elements o e::: S6 (M) (T), T an open sub-,q
space of X, we have
T $ Sll,q (M) * in G
S6 U~)- RT in ModR (G),q
II (Mllq) _ RT in G
M6q _ f(RT) in Sets
1v16q_ Coo(T,R) in Sets
S~ (M) _ COO(T ,R) in tvl0<1l (Sets)
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That is, a T-element of HomR(S~ (M),R) E G, or equivalently
• 'I< ,q Ta sectlon of S~ (M) over T, is precisely an R -valued sin-,q
gular cochain on M in the sense of van Est (1958). Further-
more, a T-element of Aq(M) EGis precisely a differential
T-form on M of degree q in van Est's sense, i.e. an element
of~q(M)(T). Thus we have:
COROLLARY. Le~ ME M be a mani60td, and X E M be ~he
~pa~e 06 pa~ame~e~~. Then the ~anoni~at homomo~phi~m
H~ (M) -+ H~ (~l)
[w].--.- ([yJ.--.- Jw)
y
06 Roo-Module~ ove~ the ~inged ~pa~e (X'~oo) i~ an i~mo~phi~m. A
And hence by taking the section over T of this iso-
morphism,
COROLLARY. (van Est (1958)) The in~eg~ation I i~ a ho-
momo~phi~m 06 the ~omplex ~ 06 T-60~m~ into the ~omplex E 06
RT-value.d ~ingula~ co-c.ha.cn» on M. Fu~the~mo~e,
'I<
I :H(~) ->- II(E)
Note that, as van Est points out in his paper, we can
deduce the corollary of section S,p,237, form this simpler
result.
As a final remark, we note that we could have develop-
ed a 'continuous' singular homology of manifolds, completely
parallel to the 'smooth' singular homology of section 2.
Every manifold M lives in G not only as the smooth space
sCM) but also as the continuous space c(M),
c(M)(A) = Cts(yA,M).
Usingthe same arguments as for the earlier comparison
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theorems, we may derive another comparison theorem.
THEOREM. FO/t any man-i6oid M E M and any -6 et S, H (M,l{)
q
0< Fre~ (S) -in Sets -i66 Hq U1,R) 0< Fre~ (liS)-in G (on the
righthand side, R denotes the Dedekind reals in G, i.e. ~1e
objet c(R), Moerdijk & Reyes (1983) ). A
On applying p*, which preserves the singular homology
groups by the general arguments of Moerdijk & Reyes (1983) .
we obtain:
THEOREM. (De Rham' s theorem in G, for continuous homo-
logy). Fo~ any man-i6oid ME M, and any 6et S,
(Note that in the defini tion of H (cM,1R), the notion of 'con-q
tinuous simplex' 6 + c(M) does not occur. We take aLL sim-
q
plices, just as with H (s(M) ,R), and by definition of c(M)q
these are automatically the continuous ones).
Reinterpreting this in Sh(X), X a manifold, we obtain
a result saying that the "De Rham cohomology smooth in X-
parameters" agrees with the "singular homology continuous in
X-parameters". This is a version of De Rham's theorem 'in
parameters' which is closest to what seems to be De Rham's
originaL theorem, saying that in Sets (X is one point),
Having returned at our starting point, there is nothing left
to say.
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APPENDIX 1. Weil's version of De Rham's theorem.
Let M be a smooth space. A good cover of M is a cover
{Ua}a such that all the finite nonempty intersections uaon
... n Uan are isomorphic to some Rn. Fix one such cover U and
assume that the index set {a} is linearly ordered (in the
synthetic/intui tionistic sense). What follows will be a syn-
thetic argument. Thus, intuitively, every object has a smooth
structure and every function is smooth, so we do not need to
assume that M is a manifold. Neither does U necessarily have
to consist of 'open' subsets of M in some sense, but we do
need one assumption on U, namely that there is a partition
of unity subordinate to it (or to a refinement of U). In par-
ticular, we assume that U is pointfinite (not necessarily
neighbourhood finite, since we work synthetically) or at
least that U has a pointfinite refinement. Thus, if fo:Uo. -+-V
are maps into some R-module V, and {p } is a partition ofa
unity subordinate to U = {Ua}' then EaPa·fa makes senses as
a function M -+-V.,The De Rham cohomology H·(M) of M was defined in section
1, and the Cech cohomology II·(U,R) in section 6 (classically,
but it is obvious how to define the synthetic analogue).
Weil's idea for proving that H·(U,R) ~ H·(M) is to embed
. n y nboth the De Rham complex {A (M)} and the Cech complex C (U,R)
into a bigger complex (denoted ...-+-Ln-+-Ln+'-+-... below) and
show that both cohomologies are isomorphic to this bigger
third cohomology.
Let U~ ~ = U~ n ... n Ua for each sequence 0.0<", <an"'0' .. "'n "'0 n
of indices, and let a. = a~:UN ~ -+-U~ a. ~ be the
1 1 "'0" ''''n "'0" ''''1'' ''''n
inclusion. Then we have a diagram
where the first map is the obvious restriction of Forrnsj.and
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o' Tl i\q (U )i' aa<" . <an ao" .an
from pulling back a form
comes
FroQ this, we obtain a complex
i\q(~1)-+n i\q(U ) 1 TI i\q(U ) ~ n i\q(U )cc.; a N1 a a1a2 -+...o -v ao a1 ou ao<a,<a2 0
by defining a = on. TT /lq(U ) -+ Tl i\q(U )"aO<"'<aa eta·· .an ao<"'<an+1 ao···an+1n+1 .as the alternating sum .~ (-1)10 .. Thus, a maps a sequence
1=0 1
W = {Wao ...an} of forms to the sequence ow = {(Cul)ao'..an+1} ,
where
Indeed, precisely as in the case of the boundary operator
of the singular homology complex, S.(M) we can show that
02 = O. So we could form its cohomology, but this is not of
much use, since
}..6 e.xac.:t.
Proof. Let {p } be a partItIon of unity subordinate
a. pto the open cover U, and de f ine Kn:a < <0- 1 i\ (Ua ...an+1)-+• 0 ... ~Il+ 0
a <Tf <N i\p(Uao...Ua ) by putting for W = {wao·· .an+1}'o ... un n
K (w) a = \ P W ,n a ... n L a aa ...ano a 0
where W is interpreted according to the followingaao' .·an
convention: if ~ ...~ is a sequence of indices (not neces-o n
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sarily increasing and possibly with repretitions, and a is
a permutation of {O,... ,n} then wBo ...Bn = sgn(a)-
-wB () B ( ) • (So W = 0). Then an easy cal-a 0 •.• an ... a ... a .. ·
culation shows that
whence the lemma. !
Now consider the diagram
(*)
o + r- tdIT 111(U )0:0 r dao s-+- ...
o
--+-
----.. ....
r i
o o o
By the lemma, all the rows except the first are exact, and
by the Poincar6 lemma, so are all the columns except the
first (U is a good cover). Let us wri te
{KP,q} has the structure of a 'double complex': we
p~, q so 1 1have maps o:KP,q + KP+ ,q and d:KP,q + KP,q+ such that
02 = 0 = d2 and od = do. From such a double complex we can
construct an ordinary complex by summing up the codiagonals:
let
Ln = 6l KP ,qp+q=n ' n ~ 0
where 6ldenotes the direct sum of R-modules. Then the Ln
form a complex with boundary operator
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defined as follows: D:$ KP,q + ffi KP,q is determinedp+q=n p+q=n+l
by its components I) :KP,q + @ KP,q (0 ) h i 1P p,q=n+l p= ,... ,n w lC1
are given by
I)
p
6+ (-I) Pd
KPq + 1 CL __ --.... Ln+ 1
1 i
KP+ 1 ,q6----+
After a quick look it will be clear that 1)2 = O.
nLet us write ilL(~1) for the cohomology of this complex,
i. e.
!I~~o»
THEOREIL H~ (M) i.6 i.6ornoltphic. t.o bo-th .the o« Rharn c.oho-
tllo.togy H' (M) and .the. Ce.c.h c.oholllo.t09lf II' (U,R).
Proof. Using the exactness of the rows (except the bot-
tom one) of the diagram (*) w e will show that the maps
r:l\n(~I)+ III\n(Uao) induce isomorphisms !-In(M).r HZ(M). But
the definition of the complex (Ln(M)} is sy~netric in p and
q, so by 'reflecting (*) in the diagonal' a completely sim-
ilar argument will yield that the maps
i:Cn(U,R)4 IT 1\0(U )ao<" .<an ao" .an
induce isomorphisms Hn(U,R) j H~(M).
So to prove the fi. rst isomorphism, define a chainmap
r t A" (M) -+ L' by
rn:An(M) -+ i.", w 1-+ {wiU } e:: Ko,n c Ln.
ao
(r is indeed a chainmap, since the restriction of
is just 6+d, so D(rnw) = 6(rnw)+drn(w) = {dwIUao}
because 6rn(w) = 0 by exactness of the rows).
Thus r induces a map r:Hn(M) -+ HZ(M) at the level of
cohomology. We claim that at this level, r is an isomorpmsm.
D to KO, n
n+ldr w,
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r is surjective: take 0 E Ln, say 0 = L 0 withp+q=n p,q
0p,q E KP,q, such that D0 = O. We have to show that 0 dif-
fers by a boundary DX from some "" = L 0' wi th 0 = 0p+q=n p,q p,q
for all p,q except p = 0, q = n. We do this in n steps,
using the induction step which reduces agE Ln with 0 = 0p,q
for p k+1, ... ,n to a 0' with 0' = 0 for p = k ,... ,n.
t p,qIndeed, since for g = t: 0 ,p,q=n p,q
D0 L 00 +(-1)Pd0p+q=n p,q p,q
it follows that 00 = 0 (in Kn+1 ,0), d0 = 0 (in+1 n,o 1 o,nKo,n ) and 00 +(_l)u+ d<t> = 0 (in Ku+1,v+1 for
u ,v+'l u + 1 , v '
u+v+1 = n). So if 0p,q = 0 for p > k then 00k n-k = O. Hence
f Il s: ", ' ,I, k - 1 n - kby exactness a the rows, vk n-k = u. for some. E K ',
Let 0' = 0-DlJ!. Then 0~,q = 0 for p ~ k.
r is injective: Take w E Fn(M) such that r(w) = D0 fur
Il n - 1 . ,f, a n - 1 n - 1some vEL . As shown above, there 1S a • E K' c L
such that [0] = [lJ!] in Hr1 (M), so rw = D0 = DlJ!. But lJ!is a
sequence {lJ!a}of n-1-forms on Va such that wlv = dlJ!a' and, a
moreov~r 0lJ!= 0 (since rw = DlJ!), so by exactness of rows
there is a global form A with lJ!a AlVa for each a, and we
conclude that dA = w, i.e. [w] = 0 in Hn(M). !
*
APPENDIX 2. A classical proof of the homotopy
invariance of De Rham cohomology.
By 'translating' the synthetic argument given in sec-
tion 1, we give a purely classical proof of the homotopy in-
variance, which seems to be more direct than the proofs giv-
en in the standard texts.
Let M be a (smooth) mani fold, and let AP (M) denote the
(real) vector space of smooth p-forms on M. So an element
w L AP(M) is a map
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(p-foldfiberedproduct)
satisfying the usual conditions. AO(M) is the set of smooth
maps M + R, and we put AP(M) = the zero vector space, for
p < O. Exterior differentiation gives a complex
-1 dp-l dP 1...+AP (M) ~ AP(M) ~ flP+ (M) + ...
and the Pth De Rham h I fco omo ogy space 0 M is the vector
space
of 'closed p-forms modulo exact p-forms'. We write H' (M) for
the sequence {HP(M)} of vector spaces.
A smooth map MJ N of manifolds induces a linear map
f* = (f*)P:AP(N) + AP(M) (by composing with the obvious map
dfxM···MxdfT(M)xW' .XMT(M) !o" T(N)xW' .XNT(N)),
which commutes with exterior differentiation d. So we get a
map HP(f):HP(N) + HP(M) for each p, i.e. a sequence of maps
H"(f):H"~N) + H"(M). The following well-known theorem, usual-
ly refered to as the homotopy invariance of De Rham cohomolo-
gy, or as the Poincare lemma, says that H"(f) only depends
on the homotopy class of f:
THEOREM. 16 f and g:M + N a~e homo~opic maph, ~hen
H" (f) = H" (g). U h.o:« an immedia~e cOYlhe.quence:i6 M an.d N
a~e homo~opy equivalen~, .~hen H"(M) = H"(N).
The theorem is proved by showing that if F:MxI + N is
a (smooth) homotopy form f = Fa to g = F1, we can find for
every closed p-form w on N a p-l-form A on M such that
dA = F*(w)-F*Cw). As usual, this immediately follows from
1 0 * *the existence of a chain-homotopy K from F to Fl, i.e. a1 0sequence of linear maps KP:APCN) + AP- (M) such that for~l
p, all w e::: Ap (N) ,
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( 1 )
Such a map K is defined as follows. For a p-form
w:TNxW ..xNTN + R on N, Kw = KPw will be a map TMxW ..xMx'!M+R
(p-1-fold fibered product). Now choose (x,v1' ...,vp_1) E
TMxM ...xMTM, vi E Tx(M) , and let
be the map
gx,y(t) = (Fx(t), (dFx)t(l), (dFt)x(v1),···,(dFt)x(vp-1))
(Here FX: I + N is the map FX(t) = F(x, t)). Indeed, the right-
hand side is an element of TNXN ...xNTN (p times): y = FX(t)
EN, and (dFx)t is a linear map Tt(I) + T (N), i.e.YxR + Ty(N), which corresponds to a vector (dF )t(l) E Ty(N);
also Ft:M + N defines a linear map (dFt) :T (M) + T (N), sox x y
(dFt) (v.) c T (N). Now putx 1 Y
1
Kw(x,y) = J w(g (t))dt.
o x,y
For fixed x, Kw(x,-) is alternating and separately linear
in y, so Kw defines a p-1-form on N, and from the explicit
definition we have given it is clear that Kw is smooth, i.
e. Kw E 1\P-1(M).
We will now verify that (1) holds. For notational con-
venience, we assume that p = 2. Let 1:12 + M be any 2-chain
on M, and write
J dKw
1
J Kw = J Kw + J Kw - J Kw - J Kw
dT 11 12 13 14
(2)
(where 11 = 1(-,0), 12 = T(l,-), T3
We now define a 3-chain p:I3 + M by
T(-,l), T4=T(0,-)).
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and compute J dco in two ways. On the one hand by defini t i onp ,
(writing! = (t1,t2,t3), and Jt(p) = (~~ (t),~~ (t),~~ (t)),
- 1 2 2
considered as an element of Tp(n (N)3)
t t ,
f dw = f! f [! f-+ dw( p ( !), J t (p))] d t 1dt 2d t 3
p 000
(3 )
" ,
= t~[(t2,t3)>-+ 1{t, +dwHgT(t2,t3) ,J(t2,t3) (t,)) }dt, ]dt2dt3
"= f![(tz,t3)1-+ K(dw)(T(t2,t3),J(t t- )(T))]dtzdt300 2'~3
= !K (dw) .
T
On the other hand, by Stokes theorem,
f dw = f w = f w - f w - f w - f to + f W - f w
p (lp f ba £ r t bo
(4)
(where (lp = (f-ba)+(£.-r)+(t-bo), f refers to the restriction
of (5 to the front of the cube in the picture p.199, ba to the
back, etc.). Now clearly,
fw =
f
fw= fF~(w).
ba T
(5)
We claim that also
fw !Kw, fw
£ T4 r
f Kw, f w = ! Kw, f w = f Kw
TZ t T3 bo Tl
(6)
Note that from (2)-(6) we get that
>It >It I!K(dw) = J w = IF (w)-Fo(w)- Kw,
T Clp T dT
or J(K(dw)+dKw) = fF*l"(w) ~ F*(W); and since T is arbitrary,
>It T >It 1: 0
F1 (w) - F0 (w) = Kdw-dKw. So to complete the proof, we only need
to verify (6). We will do the first equality, the others
are, of course, analogous.
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~ = "left part of 3p": 12 ....N is the 2-chain (s,t) ~
FS(T(O,t)), so by definition
11 n a~ ]Jw = JJ [(s,t) ....W(FS(T(O,t)), as-(s,t), rr(s,t)) ds dt.
~ 00
But by the chain rule,
Put x
then
T(O,t), v = (dT)(O,t)(O,l) = ~~(O,t) = (dT4)t(1);
1
JA f [t .....KW(T4(t), (dT4)t(1))]dt
T4 0
1 1
J [tl-+ f {s .....w(gx v(s))}ds]dt.
00'
So from the definition of gx v' it is clear that fw = fA.
, ~ 14
'"
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NOTE (pag.251)
In G, the long exact Mayer-Vietoris sequence for homology
consists of free R-modules on constant bases, as can be shown
by induction (using lemmas 1 and Z of page Z5Z). Hence its
dual is also exact. Indeed, a sequence F1 -+- FZ->-F3 is exact, ,
if and only if 0 -+- F1 -+- FZ ->-F3 -+- 0 is exact, where F1-++, ,
F1 -+ FZ -++ F3 -+- F3. But by Lemma 1, of F1, FZ' F3 are free, ,
on constant bases, so are F1 and F3, By Lemma Z',the exact-I ,
ness of the latter sequence is equivalent to F3 ~ FZ ~ F3,* '* , * .Obviously, it then follows that F3 ~ FZ . ~ F3 ' so 1.tsuf-
fices to show that the epi-mono factorization is preserved
bu dualization, more precisely, that the dual of an epi is a
mono (which is clear), and that the dual of a mono is an epi.
So let Fl~ FZ in G. Where Fi = Fre~(6Xi)' Then in Sets
there is a linear map x : fFZ-++fF1, i.e. x : Fre~(XZ) -+
Fre~(Xl)' such that >"of\l= .id,"and this map can be lifted
to G, i.e. there is an R-linear map FZ.J;..F1 with vu = id
(so F; ~ F~ is epic). More generally, if F is a free R-mod-
ule in G, then an R-linear map ~:fF1->- fM can be lifted u-
niquely to an R-linear map ~:F-+ M with f~ = ~, as follows
immediately from 6-1 f.
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